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Abstract
The deployment of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in the mostly linear large structures,
such as rivers, pipelines, etc, suffers from being the worst case for classical addressing schemes, e.g.
Distributed Address Assignment Mechanism (DAAM) or stochastic addressing for Zigbee. Using
DAAM for physical topologies composed of long lines of nodes connected together wastes addresses
and generates orphan nodes.
We show in this paper the inherent limitations of classical (DAAM, stochastic) and specialized
(usually cluster-orientated) addressing schemes for Linear WSNs. DiscoProto, is an addressing and
routing scheme which builds a logical network corresponding to a corresponding physical linear
network without any knowledge of physical topology. In this paper, we show thanks to a realistic
simulation using Castalia (Omnet based simulator) that DiscoProto avoids waste of addresses and
allows a high association ratio. We also propose a dynamic version of our protocol called Dynamic
DiscoProto in the second part of the paper. Dynamic DiscoProto allows to add new nodes or new
branches in an existing linear network.
Index terms— Linear Wireless Sensor Networks Addressing Routing Automatic Deployment
Topology Discovery Clustering
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Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are networks formed by a collection of sensor nodes with limited
resources (power, bandwidth, memory, CPU and communication range) [1, 2]. Because sensor nodes
used to perform these applications have limited resources, the main challenges in WSNs are scalability,
self-organization and low energy consumption.
WSNs are used to monitor many applications fields (rivers, health monitoring [3], volcanoes monitoring [4], railways [5], bridge structure [6]).
Most applications are based on the logical topologies defined in WSNs standards (star, mesh,
cluster-tree) [7, 8].
However, existing network formation protocols and nodes addressing assignment schemes [9, 2, 8]
proposed in WSNs1 are not suitable for applications monitoring pipelines, rivers, bridges, tunnels or
railway structures because these protocols assume that the nodes can be easily organized in a mesh
or cluster-tree logical topology. In fact, these application fields imply a mostly linear deployment [10,
11, 12] to monitor a mostly linear infrastructure.
Many classical WSNs addressing techniques are inefficient in this case because linear structures
are often the worst case of their addressing techniques (by opposition to a well-balanced tree or a
stochastic deployment). Moreover, in large cluster-trees or linear networks, it is difficult to provide an
addressing mechanism covering all nodes because of the limitation due to the network parameters (Cm,
Rm, Lm), the small (16-bits) size of logical addresses and the waste of address. Stochastic addressing
has high probability to generate address conflicts on large networks and requires large routing tables.
To avoid those limitations, specialized protocols and mechanisms are proposed in [11, 5, 12], we
showed in [13] the drawbacks of these protocols and mechanisms for large linear WSNs.
1

Low-Power WAN such as LoRaWAN, Sigfox or Weightless could be a good solution to monitor such infrastructures
if the nodes are in line-of-sight with the gateways, which is not the case for tunnels, rivers in canyons..
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The goal of our paper is to propose a robust network formation mechanism not only for linear but
also for partially linear wireless network topologies2 . This mechanism provides:
• Linear network formation functionality without any prior knowledge of physical topology, without limitations of the logical topologies and without manual configuration of any kind,
• Efficient hierarchical routing and addressing based on exact size of subtrees,
• Dynamic node management after network formation phase (adding or removing nodes, or whole
branches), preserving most of the benefits of hierarchical routing,
• Address block reallocation to ensure the reliability of LWSNs in harsh environment to keep the
mechanism robust.
The paper is organized in the following manner. In section II, we present the related works in
WSNs. In section III we discuss of the state of the art of addressing mechanisms suitable for linear
networks in ZigBee cluster-tree. We introduce our automatic discovery of topology and addressing
scheme for linear WSNs in Section IV. In section V, we present our proposition, a Dynamic DiscoProto
mechanism. In section VI, we describe our implementation in Castalia simulator. Section VII presents
the results of our simulation and section VII conclude this paper with a summary of our contribution
and perspectives of future works.
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State of the art

2.1

Cluster-tree network formation in ZigBee

IEEE 802.15.4 standard [7] introduces two different categories of nodes. A Full Function Device
(FFD) which is a sensor node with router capability and a Reduce Function Device can only be used
as end-device node
ZigBee [8] defines three roles of nodes: a ZigBee Coordinator, ZigBee Routers (ZR) that participates in routing messages for mesh and cluster-tree topologies and ZigBee End Devices (ZED) to
provide sensing data capabilities. FFD devices can be used as ZC, ZR or ZED nodes. However, RFD
devices can only be used as ZED nodes.
In ZigBee cluster-tree network formation [8, 14], the parent node, for every new child to associate,
chooses an address and assigns it to its new child. A PAN coordinator uses parameters such as the
maximum number of children per node (Cm), the maximum number of children routers (Rm), and
the maximum tree depth (Lm) to perform a Distributed Address Assignment Mechanism (DAAM)
and to guarantee a unique and hierarchical addressing. For this, each parent node uses the Cskip
function to calculate the size of address sub-block depending on its depth (d) in the network.
In this cluster-tree network, the network address block is calculated with the Equation (1)):
Amax = Cskip(0) × Rm + Cm − Rm
Where:

(
Cskip(d) =

(1)

1 + Cm × (Lm − d − 1), if Rm = 1
1+Cm−Rm−Cm×RmLm−d−1
, otherwise
1−Rm

When a ZED node joins the network and becomes the nth child end device of the parent node at
the depth (d), its address is calculated with equation (2).
Achild = Aparent + Rm × Cskip(d) + n

(2)

However, if it is a ZR node which joins the network and becomes the nth child router of the parent
node at depth (d), then its address is calculated with equation 3:
2

In this article, we consider LWSNs as mostly Linear Wireless Sensors Networks, WSNs constituted of long branches
of nodes connected together.
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Achild = Aparent + 1,
Achild = Aparent + (n − 1) × Cskip(d),

if n = 1

(3)

if n > 1

Cm, Rm, Lm parameters have to be manually defined before the construction phase of the network
according to its shape and strongly impact the network formation process. Those values can be
optimally chosen only for perfectly balanced trees, with the same number of sons for each node. In
fact, in real situation, it is difficult to predict good values for parameters Cm, or Lm. Poorly chosen
values causes problems of non-associated nodes (orphan nodes) in large networks. In [15, 16], the
authors propose a mechanism to reduce the number of non-associated nodes.

Figure 1: DAAM problem

On the other hand, with DAAM, it is difficult to expand network area particularly in Linear
WSNs. Indeed, if we consider trees with high depth (close to linear), the addressing space of ZigBee
(216 = 65535), limits the possible configurations (Cm, Rm, Lm) to (2, 2, 15), (3, 3, 9),(4, 4, 7). In linear
WSNs, we consider topologies whith depths that can exceed 15 hops.

2.2

DIstributed Borrowing Addressing Scheme for ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 Wireless Sensor Networks

The authors in [15] propose the Distributed Borrowing Addressing (DIBA) mechanism to solve association failure in distributed address assignment mechanism used in ZigBee. All router nodes in this
network broadcast beacon frames including the Available Address Count (AAC), which is the number
of children that the routers can add.
A new node joining the network chooses the parent node which has the biggest AAC. However,
if the parent node has no available address or if its tree depth is Lm, it uses the address borrowing
mechanism to obtain an address for the new node : When the parent node P receives an Association
Request from a new node and has reached the limit of Cm, it broadcasts an Address Borrowing Request
to borrow addresses from its neighbor nodes. Some of them responds with an Address Borrowing
Response including Available Address (AA) and AAC. The node P that sends the request chooses
an AA with the biggest AAC. If multiple nodes with same AAC are found, P selects the node with
3

the highest AA. The neighbor node called LN (Lender Node) that has received a request message
calculates the appropriate AA to lend by the following Equation (4), where num BA is the number
of borrowed address.
AA = AddrLN + (Rm − num BA) × Cskip(d) + 1,

(4)

num BA < Rm

Figure 2: DIBA mechanism on cluster-tree WSNs

If the incoming node receives an available address for lending (called AAL), it also reserves the
address block [AAL, AAL + Cskip(d) − 1], where d is the depth of the node lending the address block
(see Figure 2).
Routing table of node 32

Parent
Child 1
Child 2
Child 3

Address
0
33
48
56

Lender
48

Borrower
-

Routing table of node 48
Address Lender Borrower
Parent
32
Child 1
56
32
Table 1: Routing tables of some nodes shown in Figure 2
In dense networks, Address Borrowing Response messages cause many collisions and can result in
association failures. In addition, when all available addresses have been borrowed in 1-hop neighbors,
the candidate node can no longer be associated because multi-hop borrowing is not allowed in DIBA.
Moreover, DIBA increases the complexity of routing in the case of numerous address borrowing because
purely hierarchical routing becomes insufficient (see Table 1).

2.3

Address Assignment and Routing Schemes for ZigBee-Based Long-Thin WSNs

In [12], the authors consider a special case of ZigBee cluster-tree where each cluster is composed of
nodes deployed on line segment. In addition, each node in the Long-Thin WSNs (LTWSNs) has router
capabilities and two special nodes need to be defined (see Figure 3):
• The cluster head node is the ZigBee router node connected to the cluster bridge node of the
parent cluster.
4

• A cluster bridge node is the ZigBee router node connected to the cluster head node of the child
cluster.

Figure 3: Role assignment in a LT-WSN

Figure 4: A Logical Network of LT WSNs in Figure 3

In order to deploy this mechanism, the head and bridge of each cluster have to be manually
defined. Then, a logical network is formed (see Figure 4) where each cluster in a physical network is
represented by a node in a logical topology. For the node address assignment, the authors divide the
16-bit network address in two parts: The first part of m bits is used for cluster addressing and the
second part of 16 − m bits for node addressing in a cluster.
Then, as in ZigBee Cluster-Tree Addressing, two parameters are fixed: CLm (Cluster maximum
Length) and CCm (Cluster maximum Children) to compute the CCskip function defining the starting
Cluster ID (CID) of each cluster in a logical network.
• if CCm > 1
CCskip(d) =

1 − CCmCLm−d
,
1 − CCm

(5)

Each cluster at depth d in the logical network assigns Cluster ID to its nth cluster child using
Equation 6

CIDChild = CIDP arent + (n − 1) × CCskip(d) + 1,

(6)

if CCm >= 2
• If CCm = 1, the logical network is a segment line with no branch and cluster addresses are
assigned sequentially.
After the CID assignment, each node in the cluster starts a network setup sending HELLO
messages with 16-bit network address where the CID part is its cluster ID and the nodeID is
0. The network coordinator starts a nodeID address assignment broadcasting beacon with nodeID

5

set to 0. If a node u in the neighborhood is not already associated, it has to respond with an Assoc Request to the beacon sender having the strongest signal strength. Each beacon sender v with an
address (CIDv , nodeIDv ) sorts Assoc Request senders by signal strength in a List L. Then it sets
nodeID = nodeIDv + 1 and assigns sequentially nodeIDu = nodeIDu + 1 to Assoc Request senders
having a same CID. After assigning nodeID for all received requests, the beacon sender either
delegates this role of beacon sender to the bridge node or to the last node in L.
This approach suffers the same limitations as DAAM: The maximum number of clusters that can
be addressed is 2m and the maximum addressable node is 2(16−m) . In addition, the network depth
CLm is limited by the chosen parameter m (see the example in Equation (7)).

for CCm = 2,
Amax ≤

2m

⇒ 2 × (2CLm − 1) ≤ 2m

CLm ≤

(7)

ln (2m−1 +1)
ln 2

Finally, the head and bridge of each cluster have to be manually selected during the network
deployment. Therefore, human intervention is also necessary to elect another node as cluster-head or
bridge when one of this node fails. This manual selection method of the cluster-head or bridge can
cause a network partitioning. In fact, all traffic of clusters is routed by a cluster-head to bridge node
of its parent cluster.

3

Automatic Discovery of Topology and Addressing for Linear WSNs

In [13], the authors propose a discovery and a network formation mechanism adapted for linear network
environment. We confirm this work with a realistic simulation and extend it to become dynamic.

3.1

Initial formation of network

[13] performs the network setup without knowledge of the topology parameters (maximum depth,
maximum number of children by node, position of the node) and also provides a hierarchical addressing
scheme to ensure efficient (and memory-saving) data routing.
In the discovery network phase, [13] propose a distributed algorithm called DiscoProto to generate
a spanning tree minimizing several criteria. For this, let us consider in a graph a set of connected
nodes CN and a set of unconnected nodes UN. Let c ∈ CN and u ∈ U N . DiscoProto incrementally
constructs a connected network with the best link (c, u) having the local best cost. Note that the cost
being a local optimum3 , several nodes can be added at the same time, providing they are far enough
not to interact. So the formation phase of the network is actually done in parallel.
The choice of the best association father/son depends on three criteria (cost) sorted by importance:
• First, the number of common neighbors with c and u, common(c, u). This parameter represents
the proximity of two nodes. Closest noded are associated first.
• Second, the number of sons that the connected node c has already associated, called sons(c). If
two connected nodes c1 and c2 have the same number of common neighbors, i.e common(c1 , u) =
common(c2 , u), u will be associated with the node with fewer sons between c1 and c2. This
criterion ensures a good linearity of the network and keeps it as close as possible to the physical
topology.
• Third, the sum of neighbors of c and u. If two nodes u1 an u2 have same two first criteria, the
node with low connectivity will be associated first (fail first heuristic, as we will use a distributed
greedy algorithm).
3

The distributed algorithm is a relaxation of the non-distributed Prim-Jarnik algorithm and best costs are only
compared in a portion of the graph.
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Those values are aggregated together as a single objective value by the following equation:
objective(c, u)

=α × common(c, u) − sons(c)
−β × (neighbors(c) + neighbors(u)),
with α = 10 and β =

(8)

1
1000 .

To discover a linear network and to associate all nodes, each node goes thru five different states.
3.1.1

Neighborhood Discovery State

All awaken nodes broadcast Hello messages. Nodes that receive these messages update their neighbor
tables. This step is important because computing the objective value for an association requires the
knowledge of the neighborhood.
3.1.2

Wait for Father State

After neighborhood discovery, all nodes stay in this state until receiving a FatherOffer message, and
then go into next step.
3.1.3

Son Collection State

In this state, connected nodes, i.e. nodes that are already associated, start to broadcast FatherOffer
messages in the neighborhood. This message contains information needed to compute the objective
value of the association (number of neighbors and number of sons).
Each unassociated neighbor that received FatherOffer messages computes the association objective
value with the given function (see Equation (8)). Then, it answers to the FatherOffer sender with
unicast SonOffer message containing the objective value.
If no SonOffer messages are received from potential parents until the expiration of the timer for
collect offers, connected nodes can retry sending FatherOffer message up to three times.
When the timer of a connected node sending FatherOffer expires, it selects the best SonOffer in its
neighborhood and broadcasts its value using a ChallengeOffer message to the other connected nodes.
This challenge is locally propagated (up to three hops) so that only the best father/son association
in a neighborhood will be chosen. If a ChallengeOffer sender node receives an ChallengeOffer with
the higher objective value from its neighborhood, then it cancels its potential father/son association
and restarts a new Son Collection. At the expiration of ChallengerOffer timer, nodes that have not
cancelled their potential father/son association start the association step.
After the challenge phase in Sons Collection state, the winner node sends an AssociationAccept
message to the node selected as new son. This node answers with an AssociationAck and memorizes
it as new father. When an AssociationAccept sender node does not receive an AssociationAck until
expiration of the timer, it can retry up to three time before giving up the selected node and restarting a
new Son Collection state. If a selected node receives an AssociationAccept when it is already connected,
it sends an AssociationFailed to the sender node to cancel the useless association. Therefore, the latter
gives up the selected node and restarts a new Son Collection state.
A new son node sets its potential father node as new father node and starts a new Son Collection
state. When a FatherOffer sender did not receive SonOffer message after three repetitions, it stops
collecting sons and goes to the Wait for SonSize state.
3.1.4

Wait for SonSize State

This state lasts until all the node’s sons have provided the size of their subtree. Then the node
n
X
computes the value size =
SonSize(i) + 1 and sends this value to its father node using PropaSons
i=1

messages. When all nodes have left Wait for SonSize State, all the nodes in the network know the
size of all their subtrees. A node leaving Wait for SonSize State enters the Wait for Address state.
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3.1.5

Wait for Address State

After receiving all son sizes, the coordinator computes appropriate address block (AB) for the entire
network using this following Equation 9.

AB = (

n
X

SonSize(i) + 1) × F skip

(9)

i=1

As the addresses can be smoothly distributed in the network, spare addresses can be uniformly
distributed (F skip coefficient in Equation (9)).
Every node (including the sink) uses PropaAddr and PropaAddrAck messages to dispatch address
blocks to its sons. Each node that receives the PropaAddr message containing the range [a, b], chooses
a as its own address. Then, it keeps addresses from [a + 1, a + F skip] as available addresses for future
association. F skip is the number of available addresses. The remaining interval [a + F skip + 1, b] is
divided between its N sons proportionally to the size of their subtree.
Figure 5 shows an example of address distribution after the network formation.

Figure 5: Example of address distribution

start Block
9
12

end Block
11
26

addr Node
9
12

id Son
4
5

Table 2: Son address table of node 6 in Figure 5

3.2

Routing algorithm

A routing algorithm based on our hierarchical addressing ensures efficient data routing. Each node in
the network maintains a son address table containing for each son: its logical and physical addresses
and the first and last logical addresses allocated in its subtree (see Table 3).
start Block
Logical
address

end Block
Logical
address

addr Node
Logical
address

id Son
Physical
address

Table 3: Son address table format
The memory used by the routing table is:
memory size = son(C) × (3 × network address size

(10)

+mac address size)
The worst care complexity of routing is trying all the rules up to the fourth one, with a complexity
of numbers of entry.
Suppose that the node n with an address addr receives a data packet, it performs the following
procedures:
8

1. If node n is the destination, the packet is accepted and transmitted to the application layer.
2. If not, the node verifies if the destination address belongs to one of the entries of the son address
table. If it is found, then the packet is sent to the son node corresponding to the matching entry.
3. Otherwise, the packet is sent to the father node.

4

Dynamic DiscoProto

In this section, we introduce a new mechanism for DiscoProto to dynamically add sparse nodes or
branches to an existing linear WSNs. We also present an address reallocation mechanism in case
nodes have exhaust their spare addresses. We consider that the network is already formed and that
all connected nodes have received their own address block.

4.1

Network join procedure

(a) New address block request

(b) New address block response

(c) Address block propagation

Figure 6: Address block reallocation procedure

A new node that needs to join the network starts by broadcasting HELLO messages until expiration
of hello timer cycle. When an associated node i.e., a connected node with an address, receives a
HELLO message, it updates its neighbor table and responds by broadcasting HELLO messages. At
expiration of the hello timer, associated nodes which received HELLO messages from new node enter
Son Collection state (described in section 3.1.3). After associating the new node, the selected father
node (with logical address myaddr ) waits until receiving the size N of the new son subtree node before
entering Addresses Propagation state.
When the selected father receives the size of all its subtrees, it performs the following tasks:
1. If the father node has enough spare addresses (i.e., N ≤ R − nbrN ewSon) then it attributes
the first available address myaddr + nbrN ewSon to the new son node, where nbrN ewSon is the
number of new sons connected after the network setup.
2. Otherwise, it sends an AddressRequest message to the sink including N + 1 (see Figure 6). The
sink answers with an AddressResponse message including the new address block [a, b] where
a = lastEndBlock + 1
and b = lastEndBlock + F skip × (N + 1) + 1.
3. When the father receives the new address block range from the sink, it keeps the address range
[a + 1, a + F skip + 1] for future associations and the remaining address range is dispatched
between its newly added sons proportionally to their subtree size using PropaAddr.
The join procedure for new branches operates in the same manner as for new spare nodes (see
Figure 7). However, the addressing mechanism only starts after the collection son procedure for all
nodes in the branch. The first connected node of the branch waits to collect all son size subtree before
sending it to its father to prevent useless messages and address block fragmentation. The father node
of the new node performs the above procedures to distribute the address block to the new branch.
9

(a) Add new branch of nodes

(b) Add new branch of nodes

(c) Subtree size collection

(d) New address block request

(e) New address block reallocation

(f) Addresses propagation to
newly added nodes

Figure 7: new branch join procedure

4.2

Address block reallocation

In our Linear WSNs, connected nodes can exhaust their available addresses by different manner:
• Connected nodes have distributed all available addresses to new nodes or branches,
• Connected nodes have not enough available addresses for new branches that need to join the
network,
• New associated nodes have new candidate nodes or branches that need to join the network
For all these cases, connected nodes send an AddressRequest message to the sink and the sink
answers with AddressResponse. In order to maintain addressing, nodes traversed by the AddressResponse add a new entry in their routing tables. This entry contains start Block, end Block and the
destination node of the AddressResponse (see Table 4).
start Block
9
12
27

end Block
11
26
32

addr Node
9
12
9

id Son
4
5
4

Table 4: Son address table of node 6 in Figure 6c

start Block
6
27
33

end Block
26
30
44

addr Node
6
9
33

id Son
3
3
12

Table 5: Son address table of node 3 in Figure 7f
Note that requesting large blocks instead of multiple single addresses avoids bloating routing tables.
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4.3

Routing Algorithm

The routing mechanism based on our hierarchical addressing mechanism and the information in the
routing table is the same as described in subsection 3.2.
Son address table maintains 16 bits prefix, stat Block and end Block addresses and 64 bits MAC
addresses. The total memory size of son addresses table can be calculated as in Equation (11). Let
son(C) be the sons number of node C and newAddrBlock the number of times that new blocks are
forwarded to the subtree of node C.
memory size = (son(C) + newAddrBlock)
×(3 × network address size

(11)

+mac address size)
The Table 5 shows an example of entry of node 3.

5

Implementation in Castalia Simulator

In Automatic Discovery of Topology and Addressing for Linear WSNs [13], we validated the topology
formation mechanism on a home-made simulator developed in Ruby, using a green thread per node.
This environment had no realistic low layer (MAC and physical layer) and perfect propagation: Indeed,
every message was received by all nodes located in range.
To validate the protocol from [13], realistic propagation conditions and collision have to be taken
into account. Therefore, we propose an implementation of Automatic Discovery of Topology in the
WSNs Castalia environment, which has a proper physical and MAC layer (S-MAC protocol [17]).

5.1

Castalia environment

Castalia [18, 19] is a simulator specially designed for WSNs based on OMNet++ platform. It implements advanced channel model and radio model, realistic modeling of RSSI and carrier sensing and
it is designed for adaptation and expansion. Castalia provides many path loss models, including the
log-normal shadowing model which is well adapted to WSNs [20]. It also has a useful energy model.
Physical node parameters are based on real specifications of CC2410 (see Tables 6 and 7) motes.
Name
Data rate
Modulation type
Bandwidth
Noise bandwidth
Noise floor
Sensitivity
Power consumption

normal
250 kbps
PSK
20 MHz
194 MHz
-100
-95
62 mW

Table 6: CC2410 RX specifications implemented in Castalia nodes

Tx (dBm)
Tx (mW)

0
52.42

-1
55.18

-3
50.69

-5
46.2

Table 7: CC2410 TX level specifications implemented in Castalia nodes
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5.2

Link cost computation

Castalia computes RSSI and LQI values during transmission between nodes in a network. We use
this advantage to slightly improve the objective function in Equation (12) to compute link cost in
network graph by adding RSSI measurements. If two potentials parents of the same node have the
same number of common neighbors, the same number of associated sons, and the same number of
neighbors, we select the potential parent with the better RSSI value.
=α × common(c, u) − sons(c)

objective(c, u)

−β × (neighbors(c) + neighbors(u))

(12)

+ × RSSI(c)
with α = 100 , β =

1
1000 ,

=

1
10000

Neighborhood discovery state is stopped when the timer expires or when the node receives a
FatherOffer message from potential parents. During this state, all nodes collect RSSI of their neighbor
nodes and put the nodes with the best value of RSSI in their neighbor table.

6

Evaluation and Results

In this section, we evaluate our protocol in Linear Wireless Sensors Networks (LWSNs) using Castalia
Simulator.

6.1

Evaluation of initial network formation

The simulation scenarios use different random topologies with 50 to 300 nodes placed in areas of side
1km to 6km. The characteristics of our topology generator are the following.
• Only connected topologies are built.
• The distance between two nodes is 20m ± 0.2m, so that each node can reach at least two other
nodes in a direction (Physical 2-vertex-connectivity for better network resilience).
• During node placement, the probability to create a branch coming out a node is 10% and the
deviation angle is between 40 and 140 degrees or −40 and −140 degrees to avoid parallel lines.
• Flickering effect is between −10 and 10 degrees so that the lines are not perfect.
Figure 8 shows an example of generate linear topology

Figure 8: Example of generated linear topology
To evaluate our protocol in Castalia simulator, we run for each network enumerated above 10.000
experiences with simulation parameters in Table 8.
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Simulation time (sec)
Numbers of runs
Propagation model
Tx output power

1800, 3600, 5200, 7200
10000
Shadowing (PE=2, 4, sigma=4, 0)
0 dBm

Table 8: Parameters of simulation
After checking the association rates, we will discuss influence of various factors on total association
time (time for all the notes to be associated, including timeouts), either in the case of an initial network
formation, or for the case of a new branch addition. Then, we will study the overhead linked to control
messages and the distribution of the control messages.
6.1.1

Efficiency

The Figure 9 shows the comparison of association rates of our protocol DiscoProto and DAAM ZigBee
for different network sizes. For DAAM, we use parameters Cm = 2, Rm = 2 and Lm = 15.
DiscoProto
DAAM ZigBee

Association rate (%)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

100

200
300
Network size

400

500

Figure 9: Average association rate by network size
Unlike DAAM, our mechanism associates and provides addresses for almost all nodes of the network
node. With DAAM, a lot of orphan nodes appear because of maximum depth limited. Collision
problems because of MAC layer in dense linear network prevent message delivery in son collection
step and nodes stop sending FatherOffer after three attempts. Therefore, the association rate for the
initial network is close to 100% but the few orphans nodes have other chances to get associated. But,
even if a node misses the association phase, it will try to join network again during the network join
procedure describes in Section 4.1.
6.1.2

Scalability

Figure 10 represents the average association time by network size. We note that the average time
increases sublineary: our protocol has the capacity to perform node association in parallel manner
which explains why it scales well.
6.1.3

Influence of number of disjunctions

In Figure 11, we show that the average association time decreases with number of disjunctions until
a limit value depending on network size. We call disjunction a node in the logical topology with more
than one son (usually because a branch has been created by the topology generator). At first, the
increasing number of disjunctions allows DiscoProto to run in parallel. But, when the density raises,
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the high number of nodes in the same neighborhood that participate to challenges in each Collection
son cycle increases the number of association father/son cancelled and slows down the association.
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Figure 12: Average number of disjunction by number of branches
6.1.4

Closeness to physical topology

Figure 12 shows the average number of disjunctions (in the network) with regards to the number of
branches actually generated. These figures confirmed the results obtained in [13] for the procedure of
discovery and topology generation. In a realistic WSN environment, our implemented protocol setups
a linear network as well as in the home-made Ruby simulator with poor physical and MAC layer.

6.2

Evaluation of the cost of addition of new nodes

We study the cost of association of new nodes to an already formed network using Dynamic DiscoProto.
The metrics we are studying are not only the association time but also the cost in terms of number
of association messages. The efficiency of the association is measured in terms of association success
(percentage of successfully associated nodes). We study initial networks of various sizes (100, 200,
300, 400, 500 nodes), submitted to associations of several new branches (5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 new
branches). Each new branch is 20 nodes long. The nodes of the new branch start up at random time
after the end of initial network formation.
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Figure 13: Average association delay of addition of new branches
Figure 13 shows that the number of new branches does not affect exponentially the association
delay for the same network size.
6.2.1

Influence of initial network size on association time of new branches

Figure 14 shows that the association delay for new branches is not dependent on the network size.
Table 9 shows that the association rate before and after addition of new branches, with an initial
network of 200 nodes. Dynamically adding branches does not lower the association rate (it is even
better because orphans nodes of the network had time to dynamically associate afterward).
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Figure 14: Average association time of 400 new nodes by network size
Nb branches to
add
Before
adding
new branches
After adding new
branches

5

10

15

20

99.747 99.630 99.687 99.688
99.955 99.896 99.884 99.860

Table 9: Average association rate vs added branches

6.3

Study of overhead and control message distribution

Figure 15 shows that the number of control messages sent during network building grows up linearly
with the number of branches because each potential node responds to each fatherOffer message diffusing in the neighborhood. Association messages are HELLO, FatherOffer, SonOffer, ChallengerOffer,
AssociationAccept.
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Figure 15: Average number of messages with varying number of branches for a network of 200 nodes

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we evaluate and improve DiscoProto, an efficient discovery mechanism for Linear WSNs
topologies. In addition, we propose Dynamic DiscoProto to support addition of new nodes or new
branches to an existing network while keeping the routing nearly hierarchical. The evaluation of our
protocol in the Castalia simulator shows that it can be adapted for large Linear WSNs but can cause
latency in dense WSNs with many overlapping branches. The implemented routing algorithm supports
new address bloc reallocation and ensures efficient data routing for entire network.
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The next step is to implement a mechanism to detect and repair failing links (both upward and
downward). The idea is to define different procedures used by a node to adopt another father without
many messages exchanged and to ensure a fast convergence of routing tables. Another aspect we
plan to study is to find the optimal number of hops for broadcasting ChallengerOffer message in the
neighborhood and, more generally, the impact of different constants (timers of different messages)
used in the Sons Collection Step on the association rate and average association time. We also plan
to evaluate our protocol with MAC protocol dedicated to Linear WSNs proposed by authors in [21].
For the research perspective in the future, we plan to study the deployment of our protocol in real
environment (river, pipeline, bridge) using tinyOS nodes [22] or nodes with Lora [23] modulation and
Mac and Network layers adapted for mesh networks. We could also propose that the pan-coordinator
maintains a mapping of DiscoProto logical addresses to IPv6 addresses to use have our nodes as be a
part of IoT [24].
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